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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
During the Sanitation Marketing Scale-Up (SMSU 2.0) program implemented in Cambodia, we have seen 
improved latrine coverage rates increase in the target region from 45% to 67% (from November 2014 to June 
2018). Further, we have seen improved coverage rates for poor households increase from 24% to 52% over this 
time period.  

The Cambodian government’s latest estimates (2018) corroborate our findings, estimating an average coverage 
rate of 68.7% in SMSU 2.0’s target territories, compared with 59.4% in the rest of the rural areas in the country. 
While not claiming attribution in this 8% difference, a study conducted by independent researchers from 
Georgetown University revealed statistically significant evidence that our program had a causal impact on the 
growth of latrine coverage in our targeted territories under SMSU 1.0, estimating attribution at 17.8% points over 
the program time or roughly 3.6% point annual increase. Latrines sold through SMSU 2.0 demand creation 
activities and/or iDE-affiliated latrine businesses represent 55% of the increase in sanitation coverage throughout 
the program’s duration.  

Interesting f indings 

 Below ground installation rates hover around 91% for the project region. While Oddar Meanchey and Prey 
Veng both have the lowest below ground installation rates (85%), we saw significant improvement since 
the mid-term analysis of SMSU 2.0, where rates were in the seventies. This suggests that lower than 
average service provision in these provinces, in terms of included installation rates, has improved over 
the course of the project.  

 We see that within one year 70% of households who purchased a latrine will install a shelter if they have 
their below ground structure installed. Notably, half of all households will have a shelter installed within 
one to two months of purchase if they have their below ground structure installed upon delivery. 

 Among households that do not own a latrine, the percent of those sharing a latrine with another 
household has increased from 8% at the start of SMSU 2.0, to 15% at midline, and now 23% at project 
completion. This suggests that in addition to improved latrine coverages rates increasing, more 
households are also gaining access to a latrine, via sharing. This could indicate more households are 
entering the sanitation ladder by adopting unimproved (shared) usage, and might be inclined for the next 
level rung, which would be ownership of improved latrines.  

 When looking at project connected sales (i.e. those directly under SMSU management) and non-project-
connected sales, it is notable that in Kampong Thom province the ratio between them is almost 0, 
meaning that iDE project-connected sales account for almost every new latrine in Kampong Thom during 
the course of SMSU 2.0.  

 Government estimates of IDPoor population in the target areas is 16% of the total population. Given that 
roughly 20% of our customers are IDPoor, that means we are overserving the poor market relative to 
size. That being said, “over-serving” is what we would expect as poor households are less likely to have 
a latrine compared to non-poor households due to the association between higher levels of income and 
latrine ownership. 

 Over the course of SMSU 2.0 improved latrine sales to poor households decline from 28% to 20% as a 
share of the customer population. The interesting trend to note is that the percentage of sales to IDPoor2 
households (the relatively less poor) remained constant during SMSU 2.0. It is only sales to the poorest 
of households that declined from 14% to 6%. This suggests that the poorest of the poor compose much 
of last mile to be reachred under SMSU3, and that targeted subsidies or other finance plans will need to 
be considered to close the gap. 

 While we see total number of active LBOs declining over SMSU 2.0 the share of active LBOs improving 
their average monthly profits is increasing. In 2016, only 27% of active LBOs had increased their average 
monthly operating profit in comparison to their performance in 2015. By 2018 we see that 32% of active 
LBOs are improving their performance against the previous year.  
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INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes findings from iDE’s monitoring and evaluation efforts throughout the Sanitation 
Marketing Scale-Up (SMSU 2.0) program implemented in Cambodia from November 2014 to June 2018. This 
report will reference progress made against inception of SMSU 2.0 (the endline of SMSU 1.0) as well as progress 
against all SMSU project time (since Feb. 2012). These results inform ongoing program decision-making provide 
the basis for determining whether the project met the key targets set for SMSU 2.0 in partnership with Stone 
Family Foundation, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade Australia, and TripAdvisor. Findings from this report 
will also be used to shape and influence SMSU3 targets and operations.  

The report outlines the methods used to collect and analyze data and provides the key findings related to each 
of the project targets, organized around the themes of coverage and use, sales and business development. 

METHODS 
It is important to note that some data collection methods are continuous throughout program operations. Other 
data collection efforts, such as the latrine count, are static collection efforts. Date ranges for those data are noted 
in the report. Customer survey data collection ended in November of 2017, before project end, as all data 
collection resources then shifted to completing the final latrine count. Latrine sales data is inclusive of all sales 
from November 2014 to June 2018.  

Overview of methods 

The key indicators of success for this project are: 

 Sales through project-connected enterprises 

 Sales to poor households through project-connected enterprises 

 Sales through non-project-connected enterprises in project areas 

 Sales through non-project-connected enterprises outside project areas 

 Increase in latrine coverage (and associated diarrhea rates as self-reported)  

 Consistent use by adults (self-reported) 

In order to measure these results, we have used the following methods: 

 Monthly collection of sales data from project-connected enterprises (measures direct sales) 

 Ongoing verification of latrine-business sales (including a household questionnaire to identify the 
percentage of poor customers, consistent use by adults and installation rate) 

 An biennial latrine count to estimate changes in coverage at district level and calculate sales through 
other non-project-connected enterprises in project areas. 

 A quarterly business profile update, collecting key business data from each active latrine business. 

o Including a one-time gender analysis studying the impact of female involvement in latrine 
businesses 

 A one-time call center analysis to follow-up on canceled orders 

 Ongoing data survey for all sales pitches that do not result in an order to help determine barriers to 
purchase 

Latrine Count  

iDE conducted the final latrine count between December 2017 and June 2018,  using a cluster sample method, 
following up on a subset of 15 villages within each district of the seven SMSU provinces. Within each cluster 
(village) we conducted a census of households to establish the total latrine count. The first interim latrine count 
for SMSU 2.0 was completed between June and September 2016.  
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iDE research assistants (RA) worked with local leadership to draw a sketch map of the village, identifying the 
location of all households. The RA visited each household to record the following data: 

 IDPoor status (1/2/none) 

 latrine type (wet/dry/none) 

 installed (y/n) 

 whether the latrine was subsidized (y/n) 

 if no latrine, whether households shared a latrine with anyone else 

 diarrhea prevalence for children 

While surveys are administered at a household, the results are aggregated to the village level and our 210,631 
household observations are collapsed to 855 primary sampling units for analysis. Table 1 presents the sample 
profile for the most recent round of latrine count conducted during SMSU 2.0  

TAB LE  1:  LA TR INE  C OUN T SAMPLE  P RO FI LE  
PROVINCE DISTRICTS VILLAGES HOUSEHOLDS 

Banteay Meanchey 7 105 24,556 

Kampong Thom 7 105 24,509 

Kandal 10 150 46,595 

Oddar Meanchey                 4 60 12,016 

Prey Veng 12 180 46,300 

Siem Reap 11 165 38,257 

Svay Rieng 6 90 18,398 

Total 57 855 210,631 

RAs collected household data using paper forms, which were field checked and further validated by the M&E 
manager at iDE’s head office in Phnom Penh. Data entry clerks entered the data at the Phnom Penh office. The 
SMSU M&E coordinator conducted field verification of latrine count data. 

Sales Tracking  

iDE’s team of research assistants collects sales data from each project-connected latrine business every month. 
Latrine businesses maintain a record book designed by iDE to track customer data (name, phone number, and 
village/commune/district/province) and details of the sale (units purchased, components, sales agent 
responsible, etc.). Research assistants record summary data on deliveries based on the record book and also 
take a digital photo which they send to headquarters for verification purposes. 

Verification of monthly delivery data records ensures that deliveries are accurately and properly recorded in LBOs’ 
book. Quick verification is implemented on a monthly basis and through the following process:  

1. LBOs with greater than 35 reported deliveries in a month are stratified by province. The M&E Coordinator 
selects LBOs from each province by using probability proportional to size sampling, replacing those who 
were randomly selected the previous month.  

2. Research assistants are assigned two LBOs for verification. 10 customers are randomly selected per 
LBO from his or her record book for follow-up.  

3. Research assistants complete field verification report and sync to Salesforce database. If there are at 
minimum two misreported cases per LBO, the M&E team conducts follow-up checks for all deliveries of 
the LBO during the month.   
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In this report, non-project connected sales figures are calculated based on the latrine count. Estimates of sales 
to poor households in Table 6 are calculated from customer surveys, as customer survey verification of the 
IDPoor status of each household is more reliable than SMSU 2.0 sales orders.  

Customer Survey  

Follow-up surveys are given to latrine customers to learn about their poverty status, expenses for latrine, use, and 
satisfaction. Customer surveys also serve as a tool of delivery data verification during the period. Sampling 
procedures for the customer survey are as follows:  

1. The sampling frame is restricted to customers whose latrine was delivered 6 to 12 months prior. LBOs 
with the highest delivery counts are selected proportional to the research assistants covering that 
province.  

2. 20 customers are randomly selected per LBO, with additional customers selected for replacement as 
needed during field work.  

3. Research assistants are provided with a list of selected customers and their contact information via 
the mobile app, TaroWorks. Interviews are alternated between male head of household and female 
head of household (or spouse).  

4. Completed surveys are synced to Salesforce database. The M&E coordinator regularly checks data to 
ensure results are complete and accurate.  

Latrine Business Profile Update  

Every quarter, RAs collected a set of business data from latrine businesses. These data include information on 
staffing, pricing, inventory, capital investments and financing. The purpose of this exercise is to build up a picture 
over time of the businesses providing toilets, provide a descriptive analysis of market dynamics and identify 
determinants of business success or failure. Data from this exercise, combined with sales data, support the 
business analysis in this report. 

Latrine business operations data in this report are from the time period November 2014 to April 2018.  

COVERAGE 
SMSU Milestones and Survey Findings  

iDE has conducted five comprehensive household surveys to estimate latrine coverage rates in the seven 
program provinces. The most recent latrine count under SMSU 2.0 was completed in June 2018. Figures 1 – 7 
present the changes in coverage rates over time and by latrine type.  

A note about terminology:  

 Wet refers to installed improved pour-flush latrines 

 Poor refers to poor households (identified by IDPoor1 or IDPoor2 status) with installed wet latrines 

 Installed refers to both wet and dry latrines that are installed.  

In Figure 1 we see statistically significant increases in coverage rates across all three metrics between the start 
of SMSU 1.0, end of SMSU 1.0, and end of SMSU 2.0. 1 

                                                                 

1
 Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for each coverage rate estimate.  
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F IGU RE  1:  COVE R AGE  RA TE S C OMPA R ISO N ,  A C R OSS AL L  SMSU  PR OVI N CE S  
 

 
 

Figure 2 presents the latrine coverage rates for all rounds of data collection completed since the start of project. 
Note that latrine count frequency changed from every year to roughly every two years under SMSU 2.0. We see a 
positive linear growth of improved latrine sales over this time. Improved latrine sales to poor households are 
bending upwards towards the end of SMSU 2.0.  

  
F IGU RE  2:  COVE R AGE  RA TE S OVE R T IME ,  A CR OSS al l  SMSU  PR OVI NCE S  
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Coverage by Province  

Figures 3, 4, and 5 present latrine coverage rates by province over time. We see that Kandal province consistently 
has the highest latrine coverage rates while Oddar Meanchey has the lowest. This data supports field reporting 
from Cambodia staff about the challenging environments and market conditions in Oddar Meanchey. 

F IGU RE  3:  WE T C OVE R AGE  RA TE S OV E R TIME ,  B Y  PR O VIN CE  

 
 

Figures 4 and 5 show the provincial change in wet latrine coverage and poor latrine coverage, respectively. To 
note, all provinces have shown statistically significant increases in latrine coverages rates between the end of 
the start and end of SMSU 2.0, as noted by the error bars.2 Svay Rieng province saw the greatest improvement in 
the course of the project, increasing coverage by 29 percentage points. Kandal province saw the lowest gains, 
with only a 14 percentage point increase. However, this is likely because Kandal had the highest rate of coverage 
at the start of SMSU 2.0, with 62% coverage rate. This starting coverage rate was much higher than any of the 
other provinces, who all had starting coverage rates below 50%. The lower gains in the Kandal province, given the 
higher starting coverage rate, reinforce our field reporting of declining sales due to increasing market saturation. 
The last mile of uncovered households will be the most difficult to reach.  

                                                                 

2
 Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for each coverage rate estimate.  
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F IGU RE  4:  WE T LA TR INE  C OVE R AGE  UP DA TE ,  B Y  P ROV IN CE  

 
 
 

F IGU RE  5:  IDP OO R L A TR IN E  COVE RAGE  UP DA TE ,  B Y  P ROV IN CE  

 
Abandonment 

The share of households with abandoned latrines remains constant at 0.2% which is the same rate found at the 
end of SMSU 1.0. Even when calculated as the share of households with latrines that have abandoned a latrine, 
the share is the same (0.2% with rounding) indicating that once a household has a latrine very few abandon it. 
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Sharing 

Table 2 presents the proportion of households sharing a latrine among non-latrine owners and within the larger 
population. Among households that do not own a latrine, the percent of those sharing a latrine with another 
household has increased from 8% at the start of SMSU 2.0 to 23%. This suggests that in addition to improved 
wet latrine coverage rates increasing, more households are also gaining access to a latrine via sharing. This could 
indicate more households entering the sanitation ladder and are positioned for latrine ownership.  

TAB LE  2:  P ROP O RT IO N OF  HOU SE HO LDS SH AR ING A L AT RI N E  COMP AR IS ON ,  OVE R SMSU  2.0  
  

% Sharing of Non-latrine owners % Sharing of Population  
Start Midline End Start Midline End 

Banteay Meanchey 6% 14% 16% 3% 6% 6% 
Kampong Thom 8% 16% 26% 5% 8% 10% 
Kandal 19% 31% 45% 7% 9% 10% 

Oddar Meanchey 1% 8% 12% 1% 5% 6% 

Prey Veng 6% 13% 23% 4% 6% 8% 

Siem Reap 3% 7% 9% 2% 4% 4% 

Svay Rieng 11% 22% 48% 6% 7% 11% 

ALL 8% 15% 23% 4% 7% 8% 
 

SALES 
SMSU 2.0 project -connected sales  

Over the course of SMSU 2.0, project-connected LBOs and Sales Agents sold a total of 146,985 latrines. Figure 6 
presents the cumulative as well as quarterly sales numbers achieved under SMSU 2.0. We see that quarterly 
sales peaked in the first quarter of 2016 and again in first quarter 2017, while declining to low points in the fourth 
quarter for each of those years. This indicates that sales agents face seasonal swings in the market demand for 
latrines.  

F IGU RE  6:  CU MUL AT IVE  A N D QU AR TE R L Y PR O JE C TE D -CO N NE C TE D L AT R INE  S A LE S  
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Table 3 presents the distribution of latrines sold under SMSU 2.0 by province. We see that Prey Veng, Kampong 
Thom, and Siem Reap each have a share of 20% or more of total latrine sales. In comparison, Oddar Meanchey 
only has 6% of all latrine sales, which is not surprising given that it has been one of the most challenging 
environments.  

TAB LE  3:  TO TA L L A TR INE  S ALE S ,  BY  P R OVI N CE  
 Total Latrines Percent Share 

Prey Veng 33,032  22% 

Kampong Thom 29,576 20% 

Siem Reap 29,906  20% 

Svay Rieng 23,010  16% 

Banteay Meanchey 13,591  9% 

Kandal 9,774  7% 

Oddar Meanchey 8,096  6% 

ALL PROVINCES 146,985 100% 

 

Non-project-connected sales 

From Table 4 we see that the non-project-connected ratio for SMSU 2.0 is 0.8 compared to 1.1 at the end of 
SMSU 1.0, indicating that SMSU is making up a greater share of the market. In both instances, Kandal is the 
province with the highest ratio of project connected to non-project connected sales. That is, for roughly every one 
SMSU latrine sold in Kandal approximately 2.9 other latrines are sold. Notably, in Kampong Thom, the ratio is 
almost 0, meaning that iDE project-connected sales account for almost every new latrine in Kampong Thom 
during the course of SMSU 2.0  

TAB LE  4:  NON -P RO JE CT -C ON NE C TE D RA TI O CO MP A RI SON   
SMSU 1.0  

Ratio 
SMSU 2.0  

Ratio 

Banteay Meanchey 0.7 1.1 

Kampong Thom 0.2 0.0 

Kandal 5.0 2.9 

Oddar Meanchey 0.4 0.2 

Prey Veng 1.0 1.4 

Siem Reap 1.5 0.4 

Svay Rieng 0.6 0.7 

ALL PROVINCES 1.1 0.8 
 

 

Table 5 shows the raw counts and ratios of SMSU installed latrines as compared to non-project connected 
latrines. In Kampong Thom, only 1,371 latrines out of the 29,568 new latrines estimated in the province came 
from non-project connected enterprises.  
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TAB LE  5:  NON -P RO JE CT C ON NE C TE D RA TI O ,  SMSU  2.0  F IN AL  
 New Latrines SMSU Latrines  Non-SMSU Latrines Ratio 

Banteay Meanchey 27,993 13,591 14,402 1.1 

Kampong Thom3 29,568 29,576 -8 0.0 

Kandal 38,264 9,774 28,490 2.9 

Oddar Meanchey 9,585 8,096 1,489 0.2 

Prey Veng 79,196 33,032 46,164 1.4 

Siem Reap 40,995 29,906 11,089 0.4 

Svay Rieng 40,166 23,010 17,156 0.7 

ALL PROVINCES 265,768 146,985 118,783 0.8 

 

Purchases by poor households  

Of households interviewed, we find that on average 20% of sales are to poor customers (classified either IDPoor1 
or IDPoor2). The project average is statistically the same as the rate of poor sales at the end of SMSU 1.0 (due 
to margin of error) though we find provincial variations. For example, rates of poor sales in Oddar Meanchey and 
Siem Reap decline while Svay Rieng rates improved. Overall there is now a more equal distribution of poor sales 
across all provinces. Government estimates of IDPoor population in the target areas is 16% of the total 
population. Given that roughly 20% of our customers are IDPoor, that means we are overserving the poor market 
relative to size. That being said, “over-serving” is what we would expect as poor households are less likely to have 
a latrine compared to non-poor households due to the association between latrine ownership and higher levels 
of income. 

TAB LE  6:  IDP OO R S ALE S ,  B Y  PR OVI N CE   
 SMSU 1.0  

End of project 
SMSU 2.0  

Mid-term update 
SMSU 2.0  

End of Project 

Oddar Meanchey 30% 25% 21% 

Prey Veng 23% 25% 22% 

Kandal 24% 24% 22% 

Banteay Meanchey 23% 22% 20% 

Kampong Thom 23% 21% 21% 

Svay Rieng 8% 21% 21% 

Siem Reap 22% 15% 14% 

ALL PROVINCES 22% 21% 20% 

 

We are also curious about the rate of purchases by poor households over the course of SMSU 2.0. Figure 7 shows 
how the percentage of sales to poor households has declined over time during SMSU 2.0. In 2014, 28% of 
households purchasing a latrine were either IDPoor1 or IDPoor2. By 2017 that number was only 20%. The 
interesting trend to note is that the percentage of sales to IDPoor2 households (the relatively less poor) remained 
constant during SMSU 2.0 It is only sales to the poorest of households that declined from 14% to 6%. This 
suggests that is truly is the poorest of the poor households that compose much of last mile to reach under 
SMSU3 and that targeted subsidies or other finance plans will need to be considered to close the gap.  

                                                                 
3 Note that we have a negative value due to the estimation technique. The coverage rates that are estimated during the latrine count are 
applied to population data for each province, giving us an approximate count of total latrines in the project area. This measure is a rigorous 
estimate of total population latrines, but given the margin of error of estimates we do find an anomaly of a negative value which is not 
statistically the same as 0.  
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F IGU RE  7:  IDP OO R S ALE S ,  OVE R T IME  

 

INSTALLATION 
At the start of SMSU 2.0, our method of calculating installation rates was actually an approximation of usage. 
When our monitoring team surveyed a household, an “installed” latrine was recorded if the household had below 
ground installation (latrine pit rings and slab) and an installed superstructure or shelter. The working assumption 
was that a latrine was only fully installed once it contained both the substructure and a superstructure for privacy 
as a latrine without a superstructure was unlikely to be used. Our customer survey data also supported this theory 
as 98% of all households with installed latrines reported adults using them ”always or almost always.” 

It is also important to note the time frame of our customer sampling and therefore our installation rates. As 
discussed in the Methods section, customers were eligible for random selection to answer a customer survey if 
they had purchased their latrine 6-12 months prior to the selection day. Therefore the installation rates are 
representative of a specific population, that is customers who have owned their latrine for anywhere from 6-12 
months. This is important as we find that shelter installation rates continue to increase within the 6-12 month 
window. A customer who was surveyed within six months of purchase and didn’t have their latrine installed at 
time of purchase, may likely install a latrine in the subsequent months.  

To correct for this, we segment our customer sample by length of latrine ownership at the time of survey and 
present two statistics in Figure 8. First we look at the trend in installation rates based on each installation month 
length. That is, the percent of latrine shelters installed when customers have owned their latrine for six months 
specifically. We also present the trend in installation rates based on cumulative month length. That is, the percent 
of latrine shelters installed when customers have owned their latrine for six or more months, then seven or more 
months, and so on. We see there is a significant upturn in shelter installation after 10 months of ownership.  

F IGU RE  8:  SHE LTE R INS TA LL AT IO N RA TE S OVE R LE NG TH OF  LA TR INE  O WNE RS HIP  
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This shows us that the sampling strategy of 6-12 months post latrine purchase is biasing our results against true 
installation rates when 30% of our sample is installing a latrine within the last months of the sampling period. 
Moving forward we will shift the sampling strategy to select customers 12-18 months after latrine purchase.  

To understand if the SMSU 2.0 program has improved shelter installation rates over time we look at the 
installation rates across the different years of the program. We limit this sample to the customers that have 
owned a latrine 11 months or more, given the upturn in shelter installation after month 10 that we observed in 
the previous figure.  We see in Figure 9 below that the program is improving shelter installation rates over time, 
where in 2014 only 66% of customers had installed a shelter by month 11 of ownership compared to 80% in 2017.  

F IGU RE  9:  SHE LTE R I NS TA LL AT IO N R A TE S A FTE R 11  MON TH S O F  L AT RI NE  O W NE RSH IP ,  B Y  YE A R  

 

We also analyze below ground installation rates by IDPoor classification to check for income marginalization. We 
see in Figure 10 that IDPoor1 households have the highest below ground installation rate (96%) while IDPoor2 
has the lowest (88%), and non-poor households fall between the two (91%), indicating no discrimination.  
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F IGU RE  10:  BE L OW G R OUN D INS T AL LA TI ON R ATE ,  BY  IDPOO R  

 

FINANCING  
The customer survey also asked clients how they financed their latrine purchase. We find that 8% of customers 
received a subsidy of some kind to purchase their latrine (almost all were only partial subsidies with one percent 
receiving a full subsidy). When broken down across IDPoor status, only 5% of non-poor households received a 
subsidy, while 16% of poor (IDPoor1 and IDPoor2) households did.  

Further, 23% of customers said they had to borrow money in order to finance the purchase of the latrine. 
Interestingly this is not necessarily the same segment of customers that received a subsidy, only 2 percent of 
subsidy customers also had to borrow money to finish financing the latrine purchase. We see that 20% of non-
poor customers borrowed money and 33% of poor customers did.  

We also see some stark differences in finance rates between provinces. An interesting observation is that the 
provinces with the highest rates of borrowing money had some of the lowest rates of subsidies. While the 
province with the lowest rate of borrowing money (Siem Reap with only 4% of customers financing their latrine 
purchase) had almost triple the rate of subsidies (11%). This trend doesn’t hold across all provinces, where we 
see Prey Veng had the high rates of borrowing as well as the highest subsidy rate. 

F IGU RE  11:  SMSU  2.0  F I N AN CI NG A ND S UB SID Y  RA TE S  
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LATRINE TYPE AND SHELTER DETAILS 
Customers were asked about their shelter and pit construction to better understand the average use. We see in 
Figure 12 that roughly three-fourths of our customers have durable shelters, that is shelters with concrete or steel 
walls and a steel roof. Almost every customer (98%) have tiled slabs, which is an increase from the 88% of tiled 
slabs at the end of SMSU 1. One theory is that the growing market share of the SMSU project-connected 
enterprises, which mainly exclusively promote tiled slabs, is responsible for this change. which is to be expected 
now that latrine pit and slab installation is included with the purchase following the program change.  As SMSU 
positions towards the next challenge, fecal sludge management, it is important to note that 75% of customers 
have only one pit for the latrine, while the remaining quarter already have two pits.  

F IGU RE  12:  SHE LTE R AND LA TR INE  A VE R AGE  COMP OS IT IO N  

 

The average full price paid by the household for a latrine, shelter and installation is $241. The majority of the cost 
faced by customers was for shelter materials (on average $225). Labor costs were reported to be quite low,   
particularly for pit and slab installation which dropped to zero following the program shift to include installation. 
Additional labor costs for shelters was around $60, this includes some households reporting $0 labor costs as 
labor may have been donated or self-supplied.  Province variations are presented below, 
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F IGU RE  13:  TO TA L L AT RI N E  CO ST ($USD),  B Y  P ROV I NCE  

 

USE 
In addition to latrine installation we want to know more about latrine usage within the household. This includes 
intra-household usage for different age groups. Usage rates are self-reported by the respondent and thus 
potentially subject to bias. We see in Figure 14 that 97% of customers report adults (18 years of age or older) 
using the latrine always or almost always. That number drops to 93% when asked about children, with 6% of the 
households reporting children use the latrine only sometimes. We can see the area for greatest improvement is 
with infant feces disposal as only 21% dispose of infant feces in the latrine always or almost always. Over half 
(51%) of customers report never or almost never disposing of infant feces in the latrine.  

F IGU RE  14:  SE L F -RE P OR TE D LA T RI NE  USE ,  B Y  H OU SE H OLD G RO UP  

 

We also tested differences in reported use among poverty status and provinces. There were no significant 
differences in use rates across IDPoor status or province, except in the case of use in Oddar Meanchey.  Whereas 
all other provinces saw self-reported adult use range between 97-99%, in Oddar Meanchey the adult report use is 
only 75%. This depressed trend holds consistent across children and infant use rates. It will be important to 
understand this provincial outlier for SMSU3.   
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SATISFACTION 
Customers reported their satisfaction with both the latrine product and the service provided by the LBO. We see 
in Figure 15 that customers are relatively satisfied with both their latrine product and service provision. 81% of 
customers are somewhat or very satisfied with their latrine product, though only 12% of those customers report 
being very satisfied.  

F IGU RE  15:  S AT ISF A CT IO N  RA TE S WI TH LA T RI NE  PR O DUC T A ND SE RVI CE  P ROV IS IO N  

 

Province variations are presented in Table 7 for overall satisfaction with the latrine product or service provision. 
Overall satisfaction means customers who either reported being somewhat satisfied or very satisfied.  We see 
that Banteay Meanchey had satisfaction levels far below the other provinces, with only 56% of customers 
reporting satisfaction with the product and only 44% reporting satisfaction with the service provision. It is worth 
noting that the low satisfaction levels in Banteay Meanchey are not due to dissatisfaction, but rather neutral 
response (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied). Some theories for the tepid customer satisfaction in Banteay 
Meanchey include: 

 Poor collaboration with local authorities led to a long series of delivery delays, with SMSU being kicked 
out of certain communes reserved as designated territories for ADB subsidies channeled through PDRD. 

 The standard pit promoted in SMSU is 70cm, while the expectation in the province is 100cm, often due 
to expectations from ADB subsidy standards), leading to disappointments at delivery. SMSU has since 
opted for the 100cm ring, but it has also increased the price of the product. 

 There were also significant operational challenges from the management side, which certainly has 
impacted field operations and ultimately customer experience. 

TAB LE  7:  CUS TOME R OVE R AL L SA T I SF A CT IO N (SO ME WH AT O R VE R Y S A T IS F IE D )   

Latrine product Service provision 

Banteay Meanchey 56% 44% 
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To better understand what could be leading to dissatisfaction customers were asked about the primary issues 
they had with their latrines. We see in Figure 16 that a large majority (88%) reported having zero problems. The 
primary issue faced by customers is a latrine that is clogged or doesn’t flush. Even with the low levels of 
satisfaction in Banteay Meanchey, we don’t see any higher reporting of latrine challenges faced in this province.  

F IGU RE  16:  LA TR INE  CH AL LE NGE S  E XPE RIE N CE D B Y C UST OME R S  

 

 

Finally, though only 1% of customer currently report the issue of a full pit, it is important to understand customers’ 
intentions once it is full. 81% of customers have a plan of action for once the pit fills. They will either pay someone 
to empty it (36%), empty it themselves (20%), or install a second pit (25%). The identified gap is the 17% of 
customers who say they don’t know what to do once their pit gets full or the 2% who said they will just stop using 
it altogether. SMSU3 will need to focus both on helping those without a clear hygienic solution to create a plan of 
action that is in line with safely managed fecal sludge, as well as ensuring the market can meet the pit emptying 
and second pit customer demands.  

BUSINESS ANALYSIS 
Summary of SMSU latrine business  operators (LBOs)  

Sales records and coverage rates alone do not tell the whole story of the SMSU project. The program is also 
interested in the success of the micro-entrepreneurs, the LBOs. To better understand the strength of the LBOs, 
we conduct a business analysis of their operations. The data presented in Table 8 and Figure 17 is inclusive of 
LBO records from November 2014 to April 2018.  

In Table 8 we see that the average cost of a latrine unit is $52 while average selling price is $61, resulting in a $9 
profit per unit. This averages out to a profit ratio of $0.14 for every dollar of sale. We see differences among the 
provinces in terms of average cost and profit. Siem Reap and Oddar Meanchey have the highest profit margins, 
due to both their low unit cost of production and higher price point. While Banteay Meanchey has the highest 
price point, it also has the highest production cost, thus reducing the overall profit margin.  
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TAB LE  8:  S NAP SH OT OF  SMSU  2.0  LBOS  

INDICATORS VALUE NARRATIVE 

Total number of LBOs at the start of SMSU 2.0  218 
This includes 172 LBOs working with the project and 
46 LBOs discontinued/divested as of Nov 1, 2014.  

Total number of LBOs  by the end of SMSU 2.0 248 
This includes 108 LBOs working with the project and 
150 LBOs discontinued/divested as of Apr 30, 2018. 

Total number of new LBOs recruited  90 
This includes all new LBOs from Nov 1, 2014 – Apr 
30, 2018  

Number of Active LBOs 103 
Active LBOs are those who have made a sale in the 
past 6 months (as of Apr 2018), while the opposite is 
true for inactive LBOs. Currently, 42% of the LBOs 
are active while 58% are inactive 

Number of Inactive LBOs 145 

Average cost of production of a latrine unit  
(All Provinces) 

$52  
This includes labour, materials, commission and 
transport cost 

Banteay Meanchey $64  

Average cost of production of a latrine unit by 
province.  

Kampong Thom $54  

Kandal $49  

Oddar Meanchey $59  

Prey Veng $48  

Siem Reap $50  

Svay Rieng $48  

Average selling price of a latrine unit  
(All Provinces) 

$61  
This is derived by averaging the unit sale price of the 
seven provinces  

Banteay Meanchey $71  

Average selling price of a latrine unit by province. 

Kampong Thom $63  

Kandal $56  

Oddar Meanchey $70  

Prey Veng $55  

Siem Reap $68  

Svay Rieng $55  

General estimation of operating profit ratio of a 
typical LBO 
(All Provinces) 

$0.14 
Roughly, an LBO makes 14 cents of profit for every 
dollar of sale 

Banteay Meanchey $0.09  

Average profit for every dollar of sale by province. 
Note: In Banteay Meanchey LBOs have bigger slab 
(90cm square, 1m diameter ring, and square box) if 
compared to the rest of provinces. 

Kampong Thom $0.12  

Kandal $0.12  

Oddar Meanchey $0.16  

Prey Veng $0.13  

Siem Reap $0.25  

Svay Rieng $0.12  
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Average monthly volume of sale of     

Highest tier performers (Quintile 5) 59 
59 latrines sold on an average every month by the 
top 20% LBOs 

Mid tier performers (Quintile 3) 17 
17 latrines sold on an average every month by the 
middle 20% LBOs 

Lowest tier performers (Quintile 1) 2 
2 latrines sold on an average every month by the 
bottom 20% LBOs 

Average monthly revenue of     

Highest tier performers (Quintile 5) $3588  
Net sales or revenue (units sold times unit sale 
price) earned every month by the three groups 

Mid tier performers (Quintile 3) $1,096  

Lowest tier performers (Quintile 1) $141  

Average monthly net profit of     

Highest tier performers (Quintile 5) $563  
Average net profit (gross revenue minus cost of 
goods sold) earned every month by the three groups 

Mid tier performers (Quintile 3) $151  

Lowest tier performers (Quintile 1) $17  

 

Figure 17 presents the average sale price for a latrine unit, broken down by material, labor, transport, and 
commission costs to the LBO, as well as their profit margin. Materials and labor are primary costs faced by LBOs. 
It is interesting to note that Oddar Meanchey has the highest transportation costs, which is to be expected given 
our understanding of the challenging environment in that province.   

F IGU RE  17:  P RI CE  COMP OS IT IO N O F  L AT R INE  SE T F RO M LBO  ( I NC LUDE S P R OFI T )  

 

LBO performance and coverage 

To better understand LBO performance we look at the association of performance distribution to gender and 
location. First, only 22 (9%) of all LBOs are female. Further, only half of those female LBOs are still active today, 
making it hard to find any statistically significant trends among female LBO performance. We see in Figure 18 
there is no observable trend tying performance to gender among LBOs.  
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F IGU RE  18:  FE MA LE  LBO  D IST R IBU TI O N ,  B Y  PE R FO RM AN CE  Q UI N T ILE  

 

Table 9 presents the distribution of LBO performance by province in which we see great variation. Kampong 
Thom, Siem Reap, and Svay Rieng all have a large percentage of high performing LBOs while Oddar Meanchey 
has the lowest. Studies to determine if there was any correlation between LBO distribution in province and 
coverage rates or ratio rates found no identifiable trends.  

 

TAB LE  9:  D I ST RI BU TI O N O F  LBO  PE R FO RM AN CE  Q UI NT IL E S ,  BY  P R OVI NCE  

 

Sustainabil ity  

To better understand the sustainability of LBO business, we look at a few key statistics of LBOs over the course 
of SMSU 2.0 as presented in Table 10. We see that at the end of SMSU 2.0, discontinued or divested LBOs account 
for just over half of the 248 latrine businesses started under the program. Discontinued or divested LBOs operate 
for only 16 months on average, while Active LBOs operate for two to three years on average. Their average 
monthly latrine sales volumes are roughly half that of active LBOs and operating profits are one-third or less than 
those of active LBOs. While we cannot estimate the causal pathway, it is highly probably that low sales volume, 
(likely due to increasing market saturation) and thus low profits drove many LBOs to discontinue their business.  
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TAB LE  10:  AVE RAGE  LBO  BUS INE S S I NDI C AT O RS BY TYPE  

LBO Type4 % Share 
Tenure 

(months) 
Sales 

Volume 
Monthly 
Revenue 

Monthly 
Operating Profit 

Active: ST 32% 26 28  $       1,736   $             261  

Active: ST&Subsidy 6% 35 44  $       2,760   $             523  

Passive 5% 16 15  $          879  $             104  

Discontinued/Divested 56% 16 19  $       1,156   $             215  

 

To understand their performance over time we look at the average monthly operating profits for LBOs by their 
status type as of the end of SMSU 2.0, as well as average monthly unit sales. We see in Table 11 that average 
sales volume, latrine units sold per month, decline over time for every LBO type. Correspondingly we see that 
average operating profits (in $USD) also decline over time. This is a function of the market saturation, not of LBO 
viability or sustainability.  

TAB LE  11:  AVE RAGE  LBO  MON TH LY SA LE S V OLUM E  A ND OPE RA TI NG P RO F I T  B Y TYPE  

 2015 2016 2017 2018 

 Units/mo $ Profit/mo Units/mo $ Profit/mo Units/mo $ Profit/mo Units/mo $ Profit/mo 

Active: ST 47  $  411  45  $  428  29  $    84  24  $  226  

Active: 
ST&Subsidy 

61  $  743  49  $  614  48  $  570  43  $  530  

Discontinued 
/ Divested 

31  $  272  33  $  278  26  $  214  10  $    79  

Passive 34  $    33  19  $  127  17  $  114  4  $    28  

Grand Total 37  $  334  37  $  348  30  $  298  26  $  268 

 

F IGU RE  19:  AVE R AGE  LBO  MON TH LY OPE RA TI NG P R OF IT  BY  T YPE  

 

                                                                 

4
 Active: ST = an LBO who has sanitation teachers helping to sell latrines.  Active: ST&Subsidy = an LBO who delivers subsidized latrines 

and has sanitation teachers. Passive = LBOs who has no sales for 4 weeks and no sanitation teachers. Divested = LBOs who are removed 
from the project. Discontinued = LBO who resigns from the project.  
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To understand LBO viability or sustainability we look at the success of each individual LBO business over time 
instead of the aggregate average which is biased downward by LBO turnover. Table 12 presents the count of 
LBOs that are active in a given year and the count of LBOs whose average monthly profits have improved as 
compared to the previous year. The key observation is that while we see total number of active LBOs declining 
over time, the share of active LBOs improving their average monthly profits is increasing. In 2016, only 27% of 
active LBOs had increased their average monthly operating profit in comparison to their performance in 2015. By 
2018 we see that 32% of active LBOs are improving their performance against the previous year.  

TAB LE  12:  IN DIV IDU AL LBO  PR OFI T AB IL IT Y OVE R TIM E  

 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Number of Active LBOs 163 142 119 100 

Number of LBOs with increasing profit n/a 39 30 32 

% Share of LBOs with increasing profit n/a 27% 25% 32% 

 

Gender analysis  

In addition to standard LBO performance such as profitability, we wanted to better understand the role that 
women play in the LBO business. Based on field reports, we learned that while very few women were the primary 
LBO owner (9% of all LBOs are female), many play a role in the LBO businesses. iDE hypothesized that LBO 
businesses with active female involvement were better administered than those without.  

To test this theory, SMSU coordinating staff (District Supply Chain Coordinators - DSCCs) completed two 
assessments from June 12 to 20, 2017. They first rated the degree of female involvement in the LBO business 
on an ordinal scale from one to six. DSCCs were then asked to rate the LBO’s business performance on an ordinal 
scale from one to four. Factors considered when measuring LBO performance include quality of their record 
keeping and client support, inventory management, working capital and cash management, reliability, and 
willingness to take risk and/or change. The DSCC score of LBO performance was then combined with sales data 
such as cancellation rates, delivery rates, and order-to-delivery time. 

Our sample of eligible LBOs for analysis resulted in a sample size of only 60 LBOs. Preliminary correlation and 
regression analysis did not find statistically significant results, though the direction of the relationship is what we 
hypothesized. That is, as level of female involvement goes up, so does the LBO’s performance score. 
Recommendations for future analysis include a more nuanced measure of female involvement, as well as 
expanding the sample size to increase statistical rigor.  

DATA OBSERVATIONS TO ADDRESS SMSU 3.0  
 We also tested reported latrine use for differences among poverty status and provinces. There were no 

significant difference in use rates across IDPoor status or province, except in the case of use in Oddar 
Meanchey.  Whereas all other provinces saw self-reported adult use range between 97-99%, in Oddar 
Meanchey the adult report use is only 75%. This depressed trend holds consistent across children and 
infant use rates. It will be important to understand this provincial outlier for SMSU3.   

 Though only 1% of customers currently report the issue of a full pit, it is important to understand 
customers’ intentions once it is full. 81% of customers have a plan of action for once the pit fills. They 
will either pay someone to empty it (36%), empty it themselves (20%), or install a second pit (25%). The 
identified gap is the 17% of customers who say they don’t know what to do once their pit gets full or the 
2% who said they will just stop using it altogether. SMSU3 will need to focus both on helping those 
without a clear hygienic solution create a plan of action that is in line with safely managed fecal sludge, 
as well as ensuring the market can meet the pit emptying and second pit customer demands.  

 We see that Banteay Meanchey had customer satisfaction levels far below the other provinces, with only 
56% of customers reporting satisfaction with the product and only 44% reporting satisfaction with the 
service provision. It will be important to understand why the majority of customers report neutral or 
dissatisfaction with the latrine product.  


